Dean's Undergraduate Research Fund Recipients 2017-2018

ISABELA ACENAS, Anthropology, Environmental Studies  
Arthur L. Wolf Research Scholar

MARISSA ADLER, Politics  
Collegiate Research Scholar

ALYSSA AHN, Mathematics, Spanish  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

INÈS AJIMI, Politics  
William B. Baer Research Scholar

ALARA ALAGUL, Neural Science, Psychology  
Collegiate Research Scholar

APARNA ALANKAR, English and American Literature  
Sylvia Engel Friedman Research Scholar

SAMIR ALI, Biochemistry  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

GRANT ALLINGTON, Biochemistry  
Collegiate Research Scholar

JASMINE AMIGON, Biology  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ELISABETH ANDREEFF, Psychology  
Collegiate Research Scholar

JOHN ANDREWS, Anthropology, Biology  
John G. Fleming Research Scholar

CONOR ANTONIOU, Metropolitan Studies  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

GABRIELLA MELISSA ARGUETA-CEVALLOS, Latin American Studies, Psychology  
Drs. Aaron A. and Francine M. Stein Family Research Scholar

JOSHUA ARSHONSKY, Anthropology  
Giuseppe Astorina Research Scholar

CAROLINE AUXIER, Psychology  
Collegiate Research Scholar
ANNA BALCHUNAS, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JOHN PAUL BARATTA, Politics
Samuel E.Q. Ashley Research Scholar

DESHANA BARUA, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

DIA BEGGS, Global Public Health/Anthropology
Angelica Foundation Research Scholar

BETTY BEI, Computer Science
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

KARISHMA BHAGANI, History, Theatre
Collegiate Research Scholar

AYESHA BHARADWAJ DAS, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

NOAH BIERBRIER, Romance Languages
Collegiate Research Scholar

JOSEPH BLAKELY, Anthropology, Politics
Harold E. Akselrad Esq. Research Scholar

avery bonner, Applied Psychology, Gender and Sexuality Studies
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

hannah boreNSTein, Art History, Psychology
Count Lorenzo Attolico di Adelfia Research Scholar

JOE BORODA, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

RACHEL BROCKLEHURST, Politics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

KELIA L BROOKS, Spanish
Collegiate Research Scholar

LAKE BUNKLEY, English and American Literature
Washington Square College Class of ’42 Research Scholar in Humanities

JILLIAN BURNS, Mathematics, Psychology
Nicholas and Andrea Ferrara Research Scholar
RENATA CAMARGO MATARAZZO, Journalism
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

CARLA CAMPERO, Economics
Collegiate Research Scholar

CATHERINE CANO, Global Public Health/Sociology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ALICE CENTAMORE, Art History
John and Julia Lindsey Research Scholar

PRIYESH CHAKRABORTY, Mathematics
Collegiate Research Scholar

VENKATA CHALUVADI, Neural Science
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

MELODY CHAN, Journalism, Politics
Collegiate Research Scholar

CHLOE CHAN, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

CECE CHARENDOFF, Journalism, Sociology
Dr. Charles Barbiere Research Scholar

SANCHIT CHATURVEDI, Mathematics
Daniel Getman and Leonard Marker Memorial Research Scholar

CIN YEN SELINA CHEAH, Journalism, Urban Design and Architecture Studies
Collegiate Research Scholar

VALENTYNA CHEBANOVA, Biochemistry
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

KEVIN WEI CHEN, Biology
Howard M. Weisberg Family Research Scholar

IAN CHEN, History
William F. Weld Research Scholar in Ancient Studies

KYU CHOI, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

KEITH WEI KIT CHONG, Economics
Pudding Hill Research Scholar
MAHDI CHOUDHURY, Neural Science
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SUSAN CHOW, Neural Science
Dr. Molly S. Geller Research Scholar

FAHINA CHOWDHURY, Economics, International Relations
Collegiate Research Scholar

AMANDA CHOI, Journalism, Media, Culture and Communication
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

LIXING CHU, Philosophy
Liebman Family Research Scholar

CLAIRED CHUN, Politics, Social and Cultural Analysis
Collegiate Research Scholar

JOHN ANDREW CHWE, Computer Science, Psychology
Sidney Probst Research Scholar

SAM CIERVO, Biology, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

NICK CLEMENTE, Biochemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

SYDNEY COHEN, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JORDAN COHEN-KAPLAN, Politics
Jeffrey S. Gould Research Scholar in American Politics

ELLEN COOPER, Comparative Literature, Romance Languages
Collegiate Research Scholar

JOSEPH CORRADO, Mathematics, Physics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SCOTT COSGUN, Biochemistry
Marie and Anthony Rao Research Scholar

IAN COSSENTINO, Neural Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

MICHELLE CRONIN, Organizational Behavior, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar
ANNE CRUZ, Journalism, Politics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

DANIEL AARON CUETO, Metropolitan Studies, Politics
Collegiate Research Scholar

TONY CUI, Art History
Arthur Frommer Research Scholar for Travel and Global Studies

OLIVIA CULLEN, Chemistry
Marion Cohen Griffel Research Scholar

BRYANT CURTO, Computer Science, Mathematics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

MADELEINE CUSSAC, Politics
Bailey Family Research Scholar

SANA DADANI, Journalism, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

VANESSA DANEK, English and American Literature, French
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

DIVYA DAYAL, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

ALLIE DEGEN, Psychology
J.S. Sinclair Research Scholar

GABRIEL DEMES, Language and Mind
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

AUDREY DENG, Comparative Literature
Collegiate Research Scholar

TESS DERBY, History
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

RUCHI DESAI, Global Public Health/Chemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

AMIRA DESIR, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ANIKET DHARIWAL, Philosophy
Lydia R. Reeve Research Scholar
DEEPIKA DHAWAN, Biochemistry  
Dr. Milton Goldstein, D.D.S., Research Scholar

VINCENT DIDONATO, Politics  
Collegiate Research Scholar

ANA DIGIOVANNI, Psychology  
Mary Rudie Barneby Research Scholar

JENNIFER DIMASCIO-DONOHUE, German, Psychology  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

MARIA DIMITRIU, Biochemistry  
Collegiate Research Scholar

ARYA DIWASE, Journalism  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

AKSHUNNA DOGRA, Mathematics, Physics  
Collegiate Research Scholar

MAYKEL DOLORIT, Neural Science  
Joseph A. Rice Research Scholar

AKSHITHA DONDAPATI, Global Public Health/Anthropology  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

OANA DUMITRU, Psychology  
Collegiate Research Scholar

SOPHIE DVALI, Physics  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ALEXIS EGAZARIAN, Neural Science, Psychology  
Collegiate Research Scholar

OMAR EL FADEL, Psychology  
Jack Sitt Research Scholar

AXEL YANNICK EPIE, Biochemistry  
Joseph Gilbride Research Scholar

TANYA EZUBOVA, Mathematics  
Peggy and Bernard Sakin Research Scholar

CAMERON FACHMAN, Journalism, Politics  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar
JAY FARIS, Mathematics  
*Julie C. Schiefflin Research Scholar*

GREGORY FAUERBACH, Economics, Politics  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

ANNA FILONENKO, Art History  
*Herman J. Wechsler Research Scholar in Fine Arts*

ROSS HARRIS FLAXMAN, Mathematics, Physics  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

SHIRLEY FOO, International Relations, Journalism  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

EDIE FREEDMAN, Social and Cultural Analysis  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

YURU FU, Sociology  
*Joel and Shari Beckman Research Scholar*

MENGZHOU FU, Politics  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

KATIE FURMAN, Neural Science  
*Robert Selander Research Scholar*

MAELISS GELAS, Biology  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

MATT GENEROSO, Global Public Health/Biology  
*Susan and Robert Grossman Research Scholar  
Eileen Guggenheim Research Scholar*

VIENNA BIANCA GIACCHE, Media, Culture and Communication, Spanish  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

ARVI GJOKA, Computer Science, Physics  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

ELISABETH GOCH, Psychology  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

PAULOMI GOHEL, Neural Science  
*Salant Family Research Scholar in Pre-Health Studies*

ANAIIS GOMEZ, Politics  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*
IGLIKA GREBENAROVA, International Relations  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

YULING GU, Computer Science, Language and Mind  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

SABRINA GUERVIL, Psychology  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

SELENA GUPTA, Biology  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

MICHAEL GEORGE HAMILTON, Neural Science  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

YARA HAMWAY, Journalism  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

JILLIAN HARPER, Linguistics  
*Herman Berkman Undergraduate Research Scholar*

SALMAN HASHIM, Neural Science  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

SYEDA HASSAN, Neural Science  
*Hirschfeld Family Research Scholar*

MONA HASSANEIN, Biology  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

STEPHANIE HAUCK, Psychology  
*Dr. Dorothy Starr Research Scholar*

ALAINA HAWORTH, Public Policy  
*Peter Bergmann Research Scholars*

LISA XING HE, Biology  
*Ravi and Nalni Saligram Research Scholar*

SYDNEY HILLER, Chemistry, Hebrew and Judaic Studies  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

ABHISHEK HINDUJA, Neural Science  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

ERICA HOBBY, Economics, Public Policy  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*
CASEY HOFFMAN, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

KENNY HONG, Biology
James A. Shea Research Scholar

CYNTHIA HORIKAWA, Communicative Sciences and Disorders, Spanish
Dr. Aston McLaughlin Research Scholar

MENG HSUAN HSIEH, Economics and Mathematics
Collegiate Research Scholar

YI HU, Politics, Sociology
Frances and Benjamin Benenson Research Scholar

KEXIN HUANG, Computer Science, Mathematics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

MATT HUO, Economics
Collegiate Research Scholar

HANA HUSIC, Biochemistry
Max and Cecil (Steuer) Chesin Research Scholarship in the Life Sciences

ZEENAT HUSSAIN, Anthropology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

MIR HWANG, Chemistry, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

PIERRE IBRAHEEM, Neural Science
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JOHNPATRICK IMPERIALE, Economics
Collegiate Research Scholar

STEVEN IONOVA, Biology, Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering
Russell and Diane Hawkins Research Scholar

SHABEBA ISLAM, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

LADAN HOMAFAR JABALLAS, Urban Design and Architecture Studies
Collegiate Research Scholar

KUNJ JAIN, Biology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar
HUNTER ANTHONY JAMISON, Philosophy
Collegiate Research Scholar

ANTALYA JANO, Biochemistry, Spanish
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

LIBUSE JANSKA, Biology
Varet Family Research Scholars

KATERINA JENNINGS, Philosophy
George Maker Research Scholar

SAMANTHA JENSEN, Chemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

HAI RI (SOPHIA) JEON, Anthropology
June Schlesinger Katz International Research Scholar

ZETONG JIA, Sociology
Max Bronner Research Scholar

JASMIN JIMENEZ, Environmental Studies
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

PETER JIN, Economics, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

IMANI JOHNSON, Africana Studies, Journalism
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

EVAN JONES, Philosophy
Collegiate Research Scholar

CHARLOTTE MONT KAHAN, Public Policy
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

BHAVINI KAKANI, International Relations
Collegiate Research Scholar

SHIVANI MADHAVI KAMAT, English and American Literature
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ANNETTE KAMINAKA, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

JUNG KANG, International Relations
Collegiate Research Scholar
JEFFREY KANG, Economics, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

HARKANWAL KANWAL, Chemistry, Physics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

PARAMESH KARANDIKAR, Biochemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

TARA KARKI, Economics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

MITCHELL KARMEN, Physics
Collegiate Research Scholar

CATHERINE KARTJE, English and American Literature
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

MANPREET KAUR, Politics
Steffi Berne Research Scholars

DOROTTYA KENESSEY, Anthropology, Psychology
The New York Community Trust Murray Hidary Research Scholar

ROSE KHAN, History
Philip Alfred Lotz Research Scholar

PRAGATI KHANDELWAL, Language and Mind
Collegiate Research Scholar

DERRICK KIM, Computer Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

CHRISTINE KIM, Journalism, Public Policy
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ALISA KIZILBASH, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JENNIFER NICOLE KLEIMAN, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

ABBE KLEIN, Art History
Robert A. Fowkes Research Scholar

DAVID KLEIN, Biology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar
SINAN KOKUUSLU, Neural Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

ANNA KREIENBERG, English and American Literature, Psychology
Walter and Phyllis Loeb Research Scholar

SONIA KRUSZELNICKI, Biochemistry
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

NICK KUGEL, Politics
Collegiate Research Scholar

EEHJOE KWON, Chemistry
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

RICA LAGU, Metropolitan Studies
Collegiate Research Scholar

ALEXANDRA LANG, Philosophy
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

KATIE LANPHERE, Politics
Collegiate Research Scholar

EMMANUEL BARRETTO LAPITAN, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

DANTE LARICCIA, History, Politics
Collegiate Research Scholar

OLIVIA LE MENESTREL, History
Rose and Barry McMerney Research Scholar

SOON HOO LEE, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

SOOMIN LEE, Biology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SU YOUNG LEE, English and American Literature
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SONJA LEITE, English and American Literature
Collegiate Research Scholar

WESLEY LEONG, Neural Science
Roger and Beth Carlton Research Scholar
HOIYAN LEUNG, History
Collegiate Research Scholar

HO YING FELICIA LEUNG, Philosophy, Social and Cultural Analysis
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

RIMMA LEVINA, Biology
Varet Family Research Scholars

JENNY LEVINE, Anthropology, Journalism
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ZACHARY LEWIS, Comparative Literature
Collegiate Research Scholar

ZHENGXU LI, Mathematics and Computer Science
Joseph Jerome Research Scholar

YIFAN LI, Chemistry
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JORDAN LIAN, International Relations, Russian
Collegiate Research Scholar

KAYLA YING YAN LIM, Neural Science, Psychology
Holten Family Research Scholar

HEATHER LITTLE, Economics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SUNG CHING LIU, Chemistry, Physics
Collegiate Research Scholar

ZACH LIU, Chemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

CHRISTIAN LIU, Psychology, Spanish
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

LAUREN LLOVERAS, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

NICO LOB, Urban Design and Architecture Studies
Mary L. Santirocco Research Scholar

MICHAEL LOEDEL, Politics, Public Policy
William J. McKeon Research Scholar
CONNOR LOEVEN, History
Collegiate Research Scholar

ANA LOPES, Global Liberal Studies, Spanish
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

DIEGO FERNANDO LORENZO-CASABUENA GONZALEZ, Computer Science, Economics
Dr. Evan and Brooke Kaye Research Scholar

ISABELLE LORION, International Relations
Collegiate Research Scholar

BENJAMIN RAY LOTTO, International Relations, Middle Eastern Studies
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

CHARLES MA, Chemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

ALEXANDRA MACBETH, Chemistry
Myron Kove Research Scholar

EMMA MACDONALD, Neural Science
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

YASMIN MAKKIYAH, Global Public Health/Anthropology
Wilfred L. and Ruth S.F. Peltz Research Scholar

LARA MANBECK, Economics, History
Collegiate Research Scholar

MADHUMITHA MANIVANNAN, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SANJANA MANJUNATH, Neural Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

NATASHA MARDACH VERDON, Anthropology
Ariel and Alaleh Ostad Research Scholar

MINA MATHUR, Politics, Psychology
Arthur Noulas Research Scholar

ELLEN MATS, Chemistry
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

CHLOE MIREN AIMEE MAUVAIS, International Relations, Spanish
Collegiate Research Scholar
NATALIA MAVERAKIS, Anthropology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ISHA MAZUMDAR, Spanish
Collegiate Research Scholar

MADISON McCARTIN, Anthropology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SACHA McELIGOTT, Neural Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

JUAN MIGONE, Urban Design and Architecture Studies
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

UDIT MODI, Global Public Health/Chemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

SELAMAWIT MOGES, Computer Science
Jurate Kazickas Research Scholar

MAESOUMEH MOHAMMADKHANI, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

KELSEY MOORE, Public Policy
Collegiate Research Scholar

MANDI MORALES, Sociology
Mortimer J. Natkins Memorial Research Scholars

KAITLYN MORRELL, Physics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

CAROLINE MYERS, Politics, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

ROHIT NAWANI, Computer Science/Mathematics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ZAEEEM NAZIR, Biochemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

MAX NEEDLE, Psychology
Sigal Family Research Scholar

ALLISON NEESON, Neural Science
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar
DALI NEMECIO, Biochemistry  
Collegiate Research Scholar

KHA NGUYEN, Chemistry  
Collegiate Research Scholar

KIMBERLY NGUYEN, Biology  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JOANNA NISHIMOTO, East Asian Studies, Journalism  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SORASICHA NITHIKASEM, Neural Science  
Collegiate Research Scholar

MICHAEL O’BRIEN, Physics  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SOO JUNG OH, Chemistry  
Collegiate Research Scholar

SARA JILLIAN OKUN, Psychology  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SIM WEE ONG, English and American Literature  
Thomas Kane Research Scholar in English

JESSICA OSTERMAN, Global Public Health/Chemistry  
Collegiate Research Scholar

AURA OVIEDO, Latin American Studies, Politics  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

DANIEL PAI, Social and Cultural Analysis  
Collegiate Research Scholar

JANELLE MICAELA PANGANIBAN, Global Public Health/Sociology  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JULIA PARANYUK, Politics  
Ellie and David Werber Research Scholar in Social Sciences

WILL PARK, Psychology  
Collegiate Research Scholar

CHRYSOULA CHRISTIE PASSOS, Chemistry  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar
PARTH PATEL, Anthropology
Nathan Ende Research Scholar

SOAPTARSHI PAUL, Computer Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

JULIA PAYNE, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ANDREW PENNER, Sociology
Collegiate Research Scholar

LAURA PERALTA, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ELIJAH PERSAD-PAISLEY, Biochemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

JOSHUA PESANTES, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SAM PHELAN, Computer Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

ZOË PISIERRA, Politics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

KATHERINE PLATZ, History, Language and Mind
Collegiate Research Scholar

JAVIER PORRAS MADERO, Economics, Latin American Studies
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

MOLLY POTTER, Politics
Linn-Cohen Family Research Scholar

PREYA PRASAD, Public Policy
Daniel A. and Amy L. Rock Research Scholar

JASON PREMUH, Computer Science, Economics
Collegiate Research Scholar

PAUL PRENTICE, Politics
Collegiate Research Scholar

EUAN PRENTIS, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar
MENGDI QIU, Biochemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

XINJIE (CINDY) QIU, Chemistry
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JOSHUA QUACH, Global Public Health/Sociology
Collegiate Research Scholar

KEELY QUINLAN, English and American Literature, Journalism
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JENNIFER RA, Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

ANDRES RABELLINO, Economics, International Relations
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ANANDITHA RAGHUNATH, Computer Science, Mathematics
Collegiate Research Scholar

BHAVANA RAGIPANI, Neural Science
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SARANYA RAMADRURAI, Chemistry, Economics
Collegiate Research Scholar

MARGISH RAMANI, Neural Science
Stan Brettschneider Research Scholar Award in the Sciences

RAHUL RAO-POTHURAJU, Chemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

WILLIAM REDMAN, Mathematics, Physics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

CASEY REED, Chemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

RHEA-DONNA REYES, Chemistry, Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering
Schachter Family Research Scholar

MARITZA RICO, Latin American Studies
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SAMANTHA RIINA, History
Collegiate Research Scholar
RACHEL NATHALIE RIOS, Computer Science
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JUSTINE ROSALEZ, Biochemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

EMMA RUDD, Journalism, Social and Cultural Analysis
Swartz Family Research Scholar

ANNA RUIZ, Politics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JAMES SABIA, Politics
Collegiate Research Scholar

KAAJAL SAGAR, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SAMAY SAMPAT, Global Public Health/Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

HANIYYAH SARDAR, Neural Science
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ATUL SATIJA, Philosophy
Miller Family Research Scholars

NICK SAWHNEY, Computer Science, International Relations
Collegiate Research Scholar

DAPHNE SCHERMER, International Relations
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JOHN SCHEURING, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

YANNAI SEGAL, Sociology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

PAIGE SELBER, Psychology
Jack Sitt Research Scholar

ANNESHA SENGUPTA, English and American Literature
Collegiate Research Scholar

RUSHABH SHAH, English and American Literature
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar
YOUSAF SHAKIL, Social and Cultural Analysis
Collegiate Research Scholar

FRANCINE SHAMOSH, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

DAKSHAYANI SHANKAR STHIPAM, Journalism
Nicole and Joseph Meyer Research Scholar

MIRA SHARMA, Neural Science, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

CHAPPLE SHARROCK, Chemistry, Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering
Joan Kupersmith Larkin Research Scholar

KATHLEEN SHEA, International Relations
Benjamin P.B. and Fannie L.G. Feldman Research

AHMED SHERIF, Physics
Kringstein Family Research Scholar

MICHELLE SHI, Biology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

WILLIAM SHIN, Chemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

GEET GUNJAN SHUKLA, Biology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

HANNAH SHULMAN, Metropolitan Studies
Collegiate Research Scholar

CLARA SI, Biochemistry, Classical Civilization
Nathan and Sarah Chesin & Bernard and Mollie Steuer Research Scholarship in the Life Sciences

ELIZABETH SIMMONS, English and American Literature
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

MALLIKA SINHA, Economics and Mathematics
Collegiate Research Scholar

JUSTIN SMITH, Instrumental Performance, Journalism
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JANVE SOBERS, Politics
Collegiate Research Scholar
MARK SOLOGUREN, Comparative Literature
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JE YEONG SONE, Biochemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

MINO SONG, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ISA A SPOERRY, Social and Cultural Analysis
Horace Wendorf Research Scholar

SARA STARK, Neural Science, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

LIESEL STAUBITZ, Psychology
Joan C. Suttles Estate Research Scholar

GUANHUA SUN, Mathematics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JANKI TAILOR, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

TIFFANY TANG, Chemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

EUGENIA TANG, Sociology
Collegiate Research Scholar

YU TANG, Economics, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SISHUANG TANG, Chemistry
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

VINCENT TEM, Biology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

EMILY TERMOTTO, International Relations
Collegiate Research Scholar

AKIVA JOSEPH THALHEIM, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SEMRAN THAMER, Chemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar
DARSHAN THAPA, Neural Science
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

EMMA THEISEN, Neural Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

MAHALIA THOMAS, Politics
Shirley Schmones Wallach Research Scholar

MARIA TIERNEY, Linguistics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

AMANDA TIEW, English and American Literature
Collegiate Research Scholar

JOSHUA TONG, Mathematics, Physics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

CATHERINE TRAD, Psychology, Public Health
Collegiate Research Scholar

MAI TRAN, English and American Literature
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JAMES TRANOS, Chemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

ROBERT TSENG, Biochemistry
Howard Levene (WSC ’41) Research Scholar

SIMONE VAN TAYLOR, Psychology
Sidney Feldshuh & Lillian Kaplan Feldshuh Research Scholar

MATHILDE VAN TULDER, Global Liberal Studies, Urban Design and Architecture Studies
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SAMANTHA VANTINE, Biochemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

ANDREW VOIGT, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

MIAOHAN WANG, Mathematics, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

SHIHUI WANG, Economics
Collegiate Research Scholar
ELLEN WANG, Psychology  
Collegiate Research Scholar

CHAORONG WANG, Art History  
Kurt M. Mislow Research Encouragement Scholar

BETTY WANG, Politics, Spanish  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ANDREW WANG, Neural Science  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JUNZHAMG WANG, Computer Science, Mathematics  
Collegiate Research Scholar

ABIGAIL WEINBERG, Journalism, Spanish  
Seena and George Silbert Research Scholar

CAMILLE WEIZENBAUM, International Relations  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

KAREN WEN, Psychology  
Collegiate Research Scholar

KAVINDA WIJAYARATNE, Language and Mind  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JORDAN WILCOX, Neural Science  
Collegiate Research Scholar

DIANDRA WILLIAMS, Chemistry, Psychology  
Collegiate Research Scholar

GREG WOLTMAN, French, Linguistics  
Collegiate Research Scholar

SHIRLEY WU, Biology  
Collegiate Research Scholar

LILY WU, Psychology  
Collegiate Research Scholar

VICTOR WU, Economics, Mathematics  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

DANNY WU, Chemistry  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar
ELIZABETH XU, Psychology
  Collegiate Research Scholar

VIVIAN XU, Biology
  College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ZHI XUN, Psychology
  College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

RENEE YANG, Psychology
  Collegiate Research Scholar

HONGXUAN YANG, Economics, History
  Susumu Okamura Research Scholar

MARGARET ANGELA YING YANNOPOULOS, History, Social and Cultural Analysis
  College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

LARY YAU, History, Politics
  Collegiate Research Scholar

PORTER YELTON, English and American Literature
  College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JUSTIN KAI-MING YEUNG, Biology
  Collegiate Research Scholar

ALEX YU, Biochemistry
  College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

YE YUAN, Computer Science, Economics and Mathematics
  Collegiate Research Scholar

YVONNE ZAGZAG, Physics
  College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SAMEUL ZAWACKI, Italian and Linguistics
  Collegiate Research Scholar

LAWRENCE ZELDIN, Biology
  Sorrell and Lorraine Chesin Research Scholarship

CAROLINE GRACE ZEMSKY, Psychology
  College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

WILLIAM ZHANG, Chemistry, Mathematics
  Collegiate Research Scholar
YI ZHANG, Philosophy, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

TIANYUN ZHANG, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

KAIQI ZHANG, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

XINYUAN ZHANG, Economics, Mathematics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

YIAN ZHANG, Neural Science
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SHERYL ZHANG, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

MATTHEW ZHAO, Chemistry
Barnet and Phyllis Liberman Research Scholar

HONGFEI ZHAO, Neural Science
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

VINCENT ZHENG, Chemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

KENNY ZHENG, Biology
Larry and Klara Silverstein Research Scholar

DAVID ZHOU, History
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JEFFREY ZHU, Neural Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

ZESHUN ZONG, Economics, Mathematics
Daniel A. Swick Research Scholar

QIJIA ZOU, Mathematics, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar
First-Year and Sophomore Training Grant Recipients 2017-2018

ZAN AHMAD, Mathematics
ZAHIN MUNSIB AHMED, Neural Science
ISABEL AMARO, Economics, Politics
MELISSA BARRERA, Biochemistry
KEVIN CHEN, Biology
ANNA CHEN, Biochemistry
SUSELL ALEJANDRA CONTRERAS, Biochemistry
ANDY DELONY-ROBERT, Chemistry, Classics
KEVIN DOKU, Physics
AUDREY ELIZABETH EDGINGTON, Chemistry, German
RAHAT BAKSH ELAHI, Biology, Psychology
ALEXIS GEORGE, Psychology
SHABEBA ISLAM, Psychology
HUNTER JAMISON, Philosophy
GU JIN, Computer Science, Mathematics
CHRISTINE KIM, Journalism, Public Policy
NATASHA LADHANI, Social & Cultural Analysis
COOPER LAY, Chemistry, Economics
YING LIU, Biochemistry
ERICA NEBET, Neural Science
JOSHUA ADAM PESANTES, Psychology
DANIELA PUCHALL, Chemistry
AMODHYA SAMARAKOON, Biology
HYE Won SHIN, Chemistry
DEEPAK SURI, Biology
JAMES WEI, Economics and Mathematics
BOBBY WOLESENSKY, Chemistry
ERIC ZHU, Biochemistry

Conference Grant Recipients 2017-2018

NICOLE ACERO, Global Public Health/Sociology
ALEX BEEKMAN, Chemistry, Mathematics
DARIA BERMAN, English and American Literature, History
KARISHMA BHAGANI, History, Theatre
JOHN ANDREW CHWE, Computer Science, Psychology
ANGELA DAUTI, Global Public Health/Chemistry
ANA DIGIOVANNI, Psychology
AKSHUNNA DOGRA, Mathematics, Physics
SOPHIE DVALI, Physics
MEGAN GATTON, Art History
MATTHEW GENEROSO, Global Public Health/Biology
KHALIL HALL, Metropolitan Studies
DOROTTYA KENESSEY, Anthropology, Psychology
ELLEN KRO TOW, Psychology
ZACK LEWIS, Comparative Literature
KAYLA YING YAN LIM, Neural Science, Psychology
TOBY MATHEWS, Biology
SACHA McELLIGOTT, Neural Science
PARTH PATEL, Anthropology
JAVIER PORRAS-MADERO, Economics, Latin American Studies
DHANUSH RADHAKRISHNAN, Computer Science, Mathematics
ANANDITHA RAGHUNATH, Computer Science, Mathematics
MARGISH RAMANI, Neural Science
SAMAY SAMPAT, Global Public Health/Biology
TING HUAI SHI, Biology
TIFFANY TANG, Chemistry
CATHERINE TRAD, Psychology
VIVEK TRIVEDI, Biology
ZAGZAG YVONNE, Physics